Welcome to Corrigan Island!

Help the animals find their homes. Draw each animal in the empty bubbles above the houses.

Carolina lives at B2.
Hans lives at E4.
Mark lives at J3.
Fran lives at G5.

Bob lives at I8.
Gerard lives at E7.
Jez lives at B8.

Draw a house for yourself on the map!.
My house is at ______

Challenge!
What can be found at these coordinates?

G2 _______________
D5 _______________
J7 _______________
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Welcome to Corrigan Island!

Carolina lives at B2.
Hans lives at E4.
Mark lives at J3.
Fran lives at G5.

Bob lives at I8.
Gerard lives at E7.
Jez lives at B8.

Draw a house for yourself on the map!

My house is at _______

Challenge!
What can be found at these coordinates?

G2 a pier
D5 Mount Dobby
J7 the lighthouse